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    With the advent of the era of car, traffic accident is becoming a serious threat to 
people's lives and property. In our country, dangerous driving behavior such as drink 
driving, excessive speeding and so on, has been the main reason for induced traffic 
accidents. Especially in recent period, a number of major malignant traffic accidents 
caused by the dangerous driving behavior occur frequently, causing significant 
casualties and property losses, and widespread concern in society. Yet our current 
criminal legislation and administrative regulations do not pay due attention to this 
act, The criminal legislationis badly in need to be adjusted to let the executive and 
Legislative become powerful. In response to this contradiction, I tried to combine 
foreign legislation based on the results with the reality of our country, and propose 
appropriate solutions, to perfect the criminal sanctions.  
    This text is divided into introduction, body, conclusions three parts, including 
four chapters of the body： 
    The first chapter outlines the dangerous driving behavior. mainly introduced the 
concept, characteristics, classification and nature of the dangerous driving behavior. 
    The second chapter is intended to introduce the relevant legal provisions of the 
regulation for dangerous driving behavior and its shortcomings, and describe the 
practical basis of incriminating the crime of dangerous driving behavior, explain the 
necessity of adding dangerous driving sin. 
    The third chapter elaborate the theoretical basis of how to incriminate the crime 
of dangerous driving behavior. And illustrate the legitimacy of adding dangerous 
driving sin through the introduction of foreignal traffic crime legislation. This 
chapter is mainly from three aspects of the theory to research into the legitimacy. 
That is, through risk society theory, reason free behavioral theory and binary 
behavior without value theory to analyze the rationality of criminalizing dangerous 
driving behavior.  















According to the basic principles of criminalizing dangerous driving behavior, 
through the analysis of the constitutive requirements of this crime, compare the 
dangerous driving sin with the  traffice offences, and compare the sin of 
endangering public security in a dangerous way with the sin of endangering  public 
security in an unintentional way, to conception dangerous driving sin punishment 
Settings and law. 
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